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1.Introduction
 
Thank you for purchasing Sienna. To get the most out of your new plugin suite, please take the time to 
read this user manual carefully, to facilitate and ensure a proper understanding of this plugin suite.
 
Sienna is an Acqua plug-in suite in VST,AU,AAX formats, it represents an ambitious and trailblazing pro-
ject that took a lot of time in design and development, but that time, which we willingly spent, has repaid 
us considerably given the incredible results achieved, which will completely change the way people mix 
on the go.
 
The outcome of this effort is one of the most extensive and valuable plugins that Acustica has ever 
created. 

Sienna recreates the same listening experience as if you were mixing in top-tier studios, mastering in 
audiophile-grade rooms, or playing back your tracks on HI-FI systems, car stereos, boomboxes, and 
more, all through your headphones.

Specifically, Sienna allows even the cheapest models of headphones to sound largely better when used 
in tandem with our software. So much so that some of them may eventually rival models costing hun-
dreds of dollars or more.

This means everyone can mix reliably and enjoyably without spending heaps of money on monitors, 
treated rooms (which we recreate faithfully inside our software) or high-end mastering headphones.
Currently, Sienna (Volume A) includes over 200 headphone emulations from the world’s most famous 
brands that we carefully measured and profiled. Also, bringing the total to 8 sets of high-end monitors, 
3 studio rooms and 2 consumer devices.

NEW - An additional paid pack (Volume B) is available on our website, it features 7 additional studios 
and 12 studio monitor speakers. 

For further details please consult the Chapter 5  (Appendix) of this document

 
To stay constantly updated we recommend you to keep an eye on the following product page:

https://sienna.studio
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2.Sienna suite
 
2.1 Overview

Sienna includes:
1- Sienna Reference:
this plugin is focused on headphone correction, with filtering.
2- Sienna Rooms:  
this plugin features room emulations and headphone correction).
3- Sienna ‘Guru’: 
this plugin is an advanced ‘extra’ version, featuring additional fine-tuning controls.* 

* for more information about Sienna ‘Guru’ refer to its manual:
https://app.box.com/s/jogjshpefy45cvb94y6r6qfklnbx1xlp

2.2 Product download, installation, and authorization:

Sienna, and all Acustica Audio products, can be downloaded, installed, and authorized using the Aquar-
ius application. The Aquarius application is a free standalone application that will manage the down-
loading, installation, and authorization of your product in an automatic way without user intervention. To 
learn more about the Aquarius application, read the user’s PDF manual included in the installer. Please, 
make sure the Aquarius application is always updated to the latest version available.
In the Aquarius application, Sienna comes in the form of two separate items: Sienna (channel strip) 
which includes two plugins: Sienna Reference and Sienna Rooms. The second item is Sienna Guru 
(channel strip) which includes only the plugin Sienna Guru.

IMPORTANT:
In order to install Sienna Guru correctly it is mandatory to download the Sienna (Tool) first.

• Log-in to the Aquarius application using your username email and your password.
• Click on the purchased page, and scroll down until you find Sienna (Tool).
• Select the correct plug-in format for the installation from the drop-down menu.
• The Aquarius application will download, install, and authorize the commercial product automatically.

• Click on the purchased page, and scroll down until you find Sienna Guru (Channel strip).
• Click on the install button.
• Select the correct plug-in format for the installation from the drop-down menu.
• The Aquarius application will download, install, and authorize the commercial product automatically.
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IMPORTANT:
In order to install Sienna Guru Trial correctly it is mandatory to download the Sienna (Tool) trial first.

• Log-in to the Aquarius application using your username email and your password. 
• Type the product name on the search page, and the Aquarius application will find the Sienna (Tool) 
trial.
• Click on the install button.
• Select the correct plug-in format for the installation from the drop-down menu.
• Click on the install button.
• The Aquarius application will download, install, and authorize the trial product automatically.

Type the product name on the search page, and the Aquarius application will find the Sienna Guru (Tool) 
trial.

• Click on the install button.
• Select the correct plug-in format for the installation from the drop-down menu.
• Click on the install button.
• The Aquarius application will download, install, and authorize the trial product automatically.
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System  Requirements



2.5 How does it work?

Frequency response correction 

[Fig 1: Example of a Headphone magnitude diagram with correction using Sienna Reference]

Headphones were measured and profiled using a highly sophisticated and extremely accurate system. 
We get an  impressive first result thanks to our sampling approach and a first basic correction powered 
by an ad-hoc algorithm.

In this way, we  correct the headphones’ frequency response, taking into account physical measure-
ments and complex psychoacoustic phenomena.

To correct the headphones’ response, we developed a proprietary algorithm that doesn’t just apply an 
inverted curve to the signal but imposes a maximum corrective gain at different frequency bands.

The advantage of this approach is that starting from just a mathematical formula, each headphone 
model’s response can then be fine-tuned by ear.
 
The result obtained with Sienna cannot be reversed, i.e. it is an ‘alchemic’ process that brought us to a 
common result, recognizable timbre and appreciable behavior after the application of our algorithms for 
all the sampled headphones.  A truly amazing result considering the total number of models profiled.

Moreover, Sienna gives you extra control of parameters for each set of headphones.
In addition to headphone profiling, Sienna is able to emulate speaker harmonics and distortion and lis-
tening playback in the sampled rooms. More info in the next chapters.
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3.Operation
 
In this chapter you will find the explanation of two of the plugins of the Sienna suite, Sienna Reference 
and Sienna Rooms  We will go into the details of these two products omitting the explanation of Sienna 
Guru, including its ‘extra’ controls in ‘advanced’ mode. 
All information about Sienna Guru, which is the full version with all the features introduced with this suite 
and which we recommend to experienced users, is covered in this document:
https://app.box.com/s/jogjshpefy45cvb94y6r6qfklnbx1xlp

3.1 Sienna Reference (1)

This plugin operates by correcting the frequency response of your headphones.

In its simplest configuration, Sienna Reference enables you to:
1. Select the headphone reference (Menu 1)
2. Adjust the correction using the parameters (Menu 3) 
3. Save and reload your favorite headphone user banks (Menu 2)
 
- So to apply correction, simply select your headphone model from the drop-down menu shown in Fig.2 
(menu 1), after that choose a preset and adjust the desired correction using the three simple controls 
(MIX, MAGIC Q, OUTPUT).
Sienna includes over 200 headphone emulations of the most important brands on the market, this 
number will be increased with additional volumes.

3.1.1 Controls

1. Headphones: To choose the desired headphones simply click on the bar and select the model from 
the drop-down menu. Click on the following link to discover the included headphones emulations

https://www.sienna.studio/headphones/
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NOTE: 
• You can disable the headphone emulation by selecting the first item ( ‘Empty’ ) from the menu.
• The list of headset emulations will be continuously updated as new emulations are added to the suite. 

2. User Banks (Save your Settings): Sienna Reference includes 3 different slots to save and reload 
your favorite headphone configurations. First, set your controls as desired, at this point simply press the 
first available save icon (       ). To recall the settings simply press the ‘numeric’ button associated with 
the save icon you used (            /            /            ).
IMPORTANT: If you save a configuration using the user banks, the settings will be stored as files in your com-
puter and will therefore not be lost. So by opening your plugin in any daw you can recall the banks as you like.

User banks paths:
 
OSX:  ~/Library/Application Support/Acustica
WIN: C:\Users\%username%\AppData\Roaming\Acustica
 
Names of the User banks files:
 
SIENNACUSERPRESETREF1.N2X
SIENNACUSERPRESETREF2.N2X
SIENNACUSERPRESETREF3.N2X

3. Mix: Controls the proportion between the original (dry) and ‘effected’ (wet) signal. In other words, it 
lets you adjust the amount of correction applied. Range: 0% (Dry) to 100% (Wet).

4. Magic Q: This control allows, once the knob is turned all the way to the right, to superimpose an 
‘ideal’ correction curve that translates listening from headphones to speakers, which guarantees a more 
euphonic and more accurate listening experience. If the knob is turned all the way to the left, the control 
allows to obtain a more ‘clinical’ and linearized curve.

5. Output: This knob is an output gain control ranging from -24dB to +24dB.

6. Input L-R meters: This meter displays the Input input level of the plug-in. Range: -60dB to +6dB.

7. Output L-R meters: This meter displays the output level of the plug-in. Range: -60dB to +6dB. 



3.2 Sienna Rooms (2)

This plugin operates in two ways:
1) By correcting the frequency response of your headphones
2) By reproducing the acoustic environment of sampled rooms

• Like the Sienna Reference version, Sienna Rooms also includes headphone responses (for more infor-
mation about profiled headset models included in the plugin refer to the previous chapter 3.1.1).
• Sienna Rooms allows you to choose your ideal listening environment from a collection of available 
recording studios.
Plus, you can quickly check your tracks on various playback systems and devices, so you know imme-
diately if your mix is going to cut it. To select the rooms, just click on the drop-down menu in the upper 
left corner (Fig 3, menu 1).
The rooms are divided into categories/volumes, for details refer to Chapter 3.2.2
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In its simplest configuration [Fig.4], Sienna Rooms enables you to:

1. Simulate listening in a specific room. (Menu 1)
2. Correct your headphones’ reference. (Menu 4)
3. Save and reload your favorite studio and headphone banks. (Menu 3)
4. Load presets with fine-tune parameters as described below. (Menu 2)
5. Effect the signal (correction) with the aid of different and specific controls.

3.2.1 Controls

Let’s take a look at the controls of this plugin

 

1. Rooms: To choose the desired room simply click on the bar and select the model from the drop-
down menu. 
 
Sienna Rooms  (Volume A) includes the following rooms:
 
Axx-> The basic volume/package which contains Acustica’s control room, HOG studio and Spitfire 
mastering studio.
Bxx -> Additional packs called Volume B which contains 7 additional studios and 9 studio monitor speakers.



CXX-> Another additional pack called Volume C, it includes 27 speaker systems, including audiophile 
monitors and consumer devices. 

NOTE: 
In many cases it is possible to choose between different types of speakers for each room. 
In order to identify the selected speakers there are leds on each of them in the main image of the plugin, 
they will light up in correspondence to the selected model.
For more information about the emulations contained in Sienna, please refer to the appendix (Chapter 
5). More emulations will be release in the near future (in other ‘additional’ Volumes/packages) 

2.Presets: click on the arrow button and select the preset of the Volume A from the drop-down menu 
to Load it.
 
Preset list
01 - Config presets:

02 – Room presets:
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03 - Misc Presets:

IMPORTANT: There is a difference between the types of presets. The Configs (01) are configuration 
presets and do not load rooms, unlike Rooms (02) which contains Room emulations and allows you to 
load them, Misc (03) which contains generic speaker emulations. Therefore, it is essential to select a 
room as a first step in order to take full advantage of the configuration presets.

NOTE: More PRESETS will be release in the near future (in other ‘additional’ volumes/packages). 

3. User Banks (save your settings): Sienna Rooms includes 8 different slots for you to save and re-
load your favorite studio and headphones configurations. First, set your controls as desired, at this point 
simply press the first available save icon (     ). To  recall the settings simply press the ‘numeric’ button 
associated with the save icon you used (          /          /          /          /          /          /          /          ).
IMPORTANT: If you save a configuration using the user banks, the settings will be stored as a files in your com-
puter and will therefore not be lost. So by opening your plugin in any daw you can recall the banks as you like.
 
User banks paths:
OSX:  ~/Library/Application Support/Acustica
WIN: C:\Users\%username%\AppData\Roaming\Acustica
 
Names of the User banks files:
SIENNACUSERPRESETREF1.N2X
SIENNACUSERPRESETREF2.N2X
SIENNACUSERPRESETREF3.N2X
SIENNACUSERPRESETREF4.N2X
SIENNACUSERPRESETREF5.N2X

4. Headphones: To choose the desired headphones simply click on the bar and select the model from 
the drop-down menu. Sienna Rooms includes the same headphone emulations as Sienna Reference, 
for the list refer to Chapter 3.1.1.
 
5. Perfection: This controls the amount of  the original speaker response as originally sampled (on the 
left /-) versus the linearized speaker emulation (on the right/+).



6. Input Trim:  This knob controls the speakers’ amount of harmonic content in the selected room, 
using a one-knob internal gain structure control linking the input and output gain stages with an inverse 
law. This control sets the input level from -24dB to +24dB. 

7. Input L-R meters: This meter displays the Input level of the plug-in. Range: -60dB to +6dB.

8. Depth %: This controls the amount of correction applied (customized by Acustica). It recreates in-
side your headphones the same feel you’d expect when listening on studio monitors.
 
9. Output L-R meters: This meter displays the output level of the plug-in. Range: -60dB to +6dB. 

10. Output Volume: Well, the name says it all. It’s an output gain control ranging from -24dB to 
+0dB. 
NOTE: Sienna plugins should always come last in the chain. So we suggest to our customers to keep 
it on the master output after any analyzers or metering plug-ins. The plugins of this suite are not 
equipped with an ‘automatic’ bypass function that allows you to disable it during rendering, so re-
member that the plugins must be bypassed every time you are exporting audio from your DAW. Oth-
erwise, the correction will be applied to your master bus mixdown. So generally bypass it unless you 
want to intentionally keep it in your chain used as an Effect. 

3.3 Sienna Guru (3)

With Sienna Reference and Sienna Rooms, you already have everything you need to take your critical 
listening to the next level from the comfort of your headphones.
But for an extremely advanced experience, we designed Sienna Guru.

For more information about Sienna ‘Guru’ refer to its manual:

https://app.box.com/s/jogjshpefy45cvb94y6r6qfklnbx1xlp
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4.Contents

 
4.1 Help-desk and technical support service

If you need help from us, please go directly to the sup port section on our official website. Before opening 
a new help-desk case, consider checking the solutions on our knowledge base in the website support 
area. Normally, most of your questions have already been answered and are available online to anyone.

4.2 Copyrights and Credits

All names, product names, logos and brands displayed on this document are the property of their re-
spective owners.  The content included in this manual such as graphics, icons, images, is the exclusive 
property of Acusticaudio s.r.l. Or its content suppliers, and is protected by international copyright laws. 
The information contained on our website may not be downloaded, modified, distributed, uploaded, or 
otherwise used without the express written consent of Acusticaudio S.r.l.
Acustica Audio is a trademark of Acusticaudio s.r.l.

5.Appendix

5.1 Volume A

• A01 Empty: Disable room (no room selected) 



• A02 Studio: Acustica Audio
  
Acustica’s studio was designed and built to meet our specifications. It provides an ideal working envi-
ronment for the measurements and testing of our products.
It was designed by Donato Masci (of Studio Sound Service), who is one of the most important acoustic 
designers in Europe.
All audio and video equipment was carefully selected to ensure maximum performance and ease of use. 
 
This room includes the following emulations:
 
1. Anechoic SUN118:  An emulation of a Two-way  Nearfield Studio Monitor (passive radiator, Drivers 
- 1″(25mm) titanium tweeter - 6½” (180mm) aluminum woofer - Frequency response 45 – 20.000 Hz 
±3dB) in an Anechoic chamber.

2. Anechoic VEGA3: An emulation of an Active 3 and 2-way Studio Monitor (Tweeter: 1 “Pure beryl-
lium inverted - Midrange: 5 “composite sandwich - Woofer: 8 “composite sandwich, Frequency range: 
35 - 40000 Hz) in an Anechoic chamber.    

3. SUN118 Sub: An emulation of a Two-way  Nearfield Studio Monitor (passive radiator, Drivers - 
1″(25mm) titanium tweeter - 6½” (180mm) aluminum woofer - Frequency response 45 – 20.000 Hz 
±3dB) plus a subwoofer (stereo bass-extension and management system with a separate LFE-channel 
input and an amplifier/crossover - 20 - 260 Hz ±3 dB (low pass); 35 Hz - 200 kHz ±3dB (high pass)) in  
the Acustica studio.

4. Vega3 Sub: An emulation of an Active 3 and 2-way Studio Monitor (Tweeter: 1 “Pure beryllium 
inverted - Midrange: 5 “composite sandwich - Woofer: 8 “composite sandwich, Frequency range: 35 - 
40000 Hz) plus a subwoofer ( with BASH technology – Power: 300 W RMS - Frequency response: 30 
- 250 Hz) in the Acustica studio. 
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• A03 Studio: HOG
  
Thanks to its unique design and excellent acoustics, the ‘Studio 1’ control room of House of Glass re-
cording studios in Viareggio, Italy, has caught the attention of artists from all over the world. 
Designed by Donato Masci, this 625 square feet environment features an extensive collection of top-of-
the-line analog and digital tools, offering the best of both worlds.
It is where owner Gianni Bini has been producing dance music for over 35 years. He has remixed songs 
for world-class artists like Jamiroquai, Simply Red, Whitney Houston, Diana Ross, Vasco Rossi, and 
many others.
 
This room includes the following emulations:
 
1. ANTARES7:  An emulation of  a 4 way Studio Monitor (7 driver loudspeaker system  - Frequency 
Response: 20Hz to 50kHz - Crossover Frequency: 65, 800, 3100Hz - Sub Bass: 2 x 380mm cone - 
Midbass: 2 x 228mm cone -Midrange: 2 x ribbon - Tweeter: 1 x ribbon - Enclosure: bass reflex) in the 
House of Glass control room 1.

2. SUN218 Sub: An emulation of  a 2-way passive monitor ( passive radiator - Drivers: 1″ (25 mm) ti-
tanium tweeter; 6½” (180 mm) aluminum woofer - Frequency response: 39 Hz - 20 kHz ±3 dB) plus a 
subwoofer  stereo bass-extension and management system with a separate LFE-channel input and an 
amplifier/crossover - 20 - 260 Hz ±3 dB (low pass); 35 Hz - 200 kHz ±3dB (high pass)) in the House of 
Glass control room 1.  

ANTARES7 - SUN218
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NEW
Sienna - Volume A, starting with version 093 includes 3 NEW Hog ‘Studio 1’ room emulations based 
on the new installed  Dolby Atmos Sound System  (we derived a Stereo, a Surround and a Surround 
‘Sync’ emulations). 

Details:
 
3. SUN ATMOS (Sub) STEREO:  To support the new Dolby Atmos Sound System standard, the HOG 
studio had to equip itself with 13 high quality speakers manufactured in Finland by a renowned manu-
facturer.
Acustica sampled the new equipment but this specific room emulation is a ‘Stereo’ version derived from 
the original ‘full’ sampling. In addition this emulation is equipped with the sampling of Sub.

4. SUN ATMOS (Sub) SURROUND: An emulation of the complete Dolby Atmos Sound System of the 
HOG ‘Studio 1’ including Sub.

5. SUN ATMOS (Sub) SURROUND SYNC: An emulation of the full Dolby Atmos Sound System from 
the HOG ‘Studio 1’ plus some tweaks by Acustica in terms of speaker ‘synchronization’ for a better im-
mersive listening experience.

SUN ATMOS (Sub) STEREO
SUN ATMOS (Sub) SURROUND:

SUN ATMOS (Sub) SURROUND SYNC: 

Note: Sienna can “enhance” your headphone experience with Dolby Atmos, and surround systems in 
general, by adding a simulation of the speaker and its harmonic response, the EQ curve typical of these 
systems, and the minor inaccuracies that characterize physical rooms, including the handling of head-
phone correction, phase and channel crossfeed.

Now you can place yourself in an Atmos room, enhancing the experience you would have with a clas-
sic binaural playback system! To use the Atmos playback systems currently on the market (Dolby At-
mos Production and Mastering suite, Steinberg Nuendo, Logic Audio), we suggest you exit the binaural 
mode of those systems and connect with Sienna (e.g., using the Systemwide for DPS and DMS) using 
the presets in Sienna created for this purpose.



• A04 Studio: Spitfire
  
Spitfire Mastering is sound engineer and Acustica collaborator Marco Vannucci’s studio.
Located in Pescara, Italy, Spitfire Mastering has a surface of 550 square feet specifically designed by 
Dario Paini for high-end audio mastering purposes.
It boasts a flat frequency response, achieved via a combination of room structure, bass traps, resona-
tors, sound diffusers, absorbers, full floating floor, and more.
 
This room includes the following emulations:
 
1. NAOS10:  An emulation of probably the most famous and popular speakers in recording industry, 
with recapped & restored cross overs. This model is a 8-ohm two-way 
loudspeaker with a 10.4-litre sealed cabinet measuring 382 × 215 × 199 millimetres (15.0 × 8.5 × 7.8 
in) and weighing 6 kilograms (13.2 lb). The frequency range is quoted from 60 Hz to 20 kHz, and rated 
power handling is 25–50 W.

2. NAOS10 (Sub): An emulation of probably the most famous and popular speakers in recording in-
dustry, with recapped & restored cross overs. This model is a 8-ohm two-way 
loudspeaker with a 10.4-litre sealed cabinet measuring 382 × 215 × 199 millimetres (15.0 × 8.5 × 7.8 
in) and weighing 6 kilograms (13.2 lb). The frequency range is quoted from 60 Hz to 20 kHz, and rated 
power handling is 25–50 W - Plus a powered subwoofer ‘SIRIO DB1’ in sealed enclosure. Drive-units: 
Two 12” long-throw Rohacell-cone woofers, each with 3.66” voice-coil and 11-lb magnet. 
Frequency response: 17–145Hz, ±3dB. Passband of automatic room compensation: not stated. Low-
pass filter: 40–120Hz (adjustable), slope, phase. High-pass filter: No option. Total harmonic distortion: 
not specified. Amplifier: 1000W RMS. Rated power consumption: 300W. Input impedance: 15k ohms. 
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3. SIRIO705:  An emulation of a Two way monitor, a fiercely confident  and bold performer. Its character 
is quite neutral with hints of lower mid/bass warmth - Tweeter: 25mm  / 1” aluminum dome - Crossover 
Frequency - Mid/Bass Driver: 165mm / 6.5 in woven Kevlar® cone -  4000Hz - Sensitivity 88dB spl 
(2.83V, 1m) - Frequency Response: 49Hz - 22kHz ±3dB on axis, -6db  at 42hz and 50khz Plus a pow-
ered subwoofer ‘SIRIO DB1’ in sealed enclosure.
Drive-units:
two 12” long-throw Rohacell-cone woofers, each with 3.66” voice-coil and 11-lb magnet.
Frequency response: 17–145Hz, ±3dB. Passband of automatic room compensation: not stated. Low-
pass filter: 40–120Hz (adjustable), slope, phase. High-pass filter: no option. Total harmonic distortion:
not specified. Amplifier: 1000W RMS. Rated power consumption: 300W. Input impedance: 15k ohms.

SIRIO705

SIRIO805

4. SIRIO805:  An emulation of a 2-way, reflex-loaded, stand-mounted loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1” 
(25mm) aluminum-alloy dome tweeter, 6.5” (165mm) woven-Kevlar cone woofer, Plus a powered sub-
woofer ‘SIRIO DB1’ in sealed enclosure.
Drive-units:
two 12” long-throw Rohacell-cone woofers, each with 3.66” voice-coil and 11-lb magnet.
Frequency response: 17–145Hz, ±3dB. Passband of automatic room compensation: not stated.
Lowpass filter: 40–120Hz (adjustable), slope, phase. High-pass filter: no option.
Total harmonic distortion: not specified. Amplifier: 1000W RMS. Rated power consumption: 300W.
Input impedance: 15k ohms.
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JABBAH4312

5. JABBAH4312:  An emulation of a very popular 3-way frontal bass reflex design speaker, and woofer 
damping gives the speaker  the ability to sound great in every environment or room it is utilised - Fre-
quency response of 45 Hz – 15kHz (-6 dB), emphasising bass control.  Midrange and treble attenuators 
for room matching.
The design of this speaker is an improvement on advancements in sound technology that inspired the 
1969 Woodstock festival to request customised sound equipment to this legendary company.  This 
speakers series was excellent for studio recording due to the bass and sound distortion control that 
provided quality no devices could replicate up to that time.

6. JABBAH4312 (Sub): An emulation of a very popular 3-way frontal bass reflex design speaker, and 
woofer damping gives the speaker  the ability to sound great in every environment or room it is utilised 
- Frequency response of 45 Hz – 15kHz (-6 dB), emphasising bass control.  Midrange and treble atten-
uators for room matching.
The design of this speaker is an improvement on advancements in sound technology that inspired the 
1969 Woodstock festival to request customised sound equipment to this legendary company.  This 
speakers series was excellent for studio recording due to the bass and sound distortion control that 
provided quality no devices could replicate up to that time. 
Plus a powered subwoofer ‘SIRIO DB1’ in sealed enclosure.
Drive-units:
two 12” long-throw Rohacell-cone woofers, each with 3.66” voice-coil and 11-lb magnet.
Frequency response: 17–145Hz, ±3dB. Passband of automatic room compensation: not stated. Low-
pass filter: 40–120Hz (adjustable), slope, phase. High-pass filter: no option. Total harmonic distortion: 
not specified. Amplifier: 1000W RMS. Rated power consumption: 300W. Input impedance: 15k ohms
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• A05 Speakers: JABBAH2
  
An emulation of  a Portable Bluetooth Speaker (Amplification Type: active - Nominal Output Power: 3 
Watt -Frequency Response: 180 - 20000 Hz - Signal-To-Noise Ratio: 80 dB - Audio Amplifier: integrat-
ed)

JABBAH2

TIMIR

• A06 Speakers: TIMIR
  
An emulation of  an AM/FM table radio (speaker system) with a handcrafted wooden cabinet; It is a 
modern radio that blends style, technology, and audio quality. 
It has been described as “the best sounding radio ever made,” (MSNBC) and offers “the immersive 
sound that many other radios boast but don’t really have.” (Forbes)
It quickly became a studio reference for its crisp, detailed sound...a secret weapon that can tell you if 
your mix has the right balance, is intelligible, or if you’ve gone too far with the EQ.
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Detailed information on additional volumes/packages will be included and revealed when they are re-
leased... so.

 
Stay tuned!

Copyrights and Credits
 
All names, product names, logos and brands displayed on this document are the property of their re-
spective owners.
The content included in this manual such as graphics, icons, images, is the exclusive property of Acus-
ticaudio s.r.l. Or its content suppliers, and is protected by international copyright laws.
The information contained on our website may not be downloaded, modified, distributed, uploaded, or 
otherwise used without the express written consent of Acusticaudio S.r.l.

Acustica Audio is a trademark of Acusticaudio s.r.l.




